Program Committee

- Henry Adams, Colorado State University, USA
- Jit Bose, Carleton University, Canada
- Satyan Devadoss (chair), University of San Diego, USA
  email devadoss@sandiego.edu with any questions
- David Eppstein, University of California, Irvine, USA
- John McCleary, Vassar College, USA
- Marc van Kreveld, Utrecht University, Netherlands
- Yusu Wang, The Ohio State University, USA
- Lori Ziegelmeier, Macalester College, USA
Expanded Portfolio:

- Broad Range of Media (artwork, videos, games, etc)
- Related to CG broadly interpreted

Submission Guidelines:

- Video no longer required
- Must be “displayable” at CG Week
- Paper detailing the Portfolio
Media Exposition

Submissions:

• 15 submissions (7 videos, 2 games, 4 software, 2 art)
• 12 accepted

Side Pieces: (6 “pieces” submitted directly to me)

CG Week:

• 100 second videos stitched with live voiceover